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A connected real Lie group may be said to be exponential if its
exponential map is surjective, or equivalently, if each point of the group
lies on a one-parameter subgroup. The question of which connected,
non-compact, real Lie groups are exponential has been studied beginning
in the late fifties. For simply connected solvable real Lie groups, the classic
 w x.result, due independently to Saito and Dixmier see 10 , is that such a
group is exponential if and only if its adjoint representation has no
non-trivial roots lying entirely on the unit circle. Another characterization
of simply connected solvable groups of type E is found in Corwin and
w  .xMoskowitz 2, Theorem 4.3 . In the case of real solvable Lie groups which
are not simply connected, the most important case is that of a torus acting
on a solvable group H of type E. When H is either nilpotent or simply
w xconnected, using results of M. Wustner in 12 , the question of exponen-È
tiality of G has very recently been solved by the author in a joint paper
w xwith Wustner in 8 . These results in turn allowed the author to establishÈ
 w x.see 6, 7 the exponentiality of all non-compact, real, rank 1 simple
groups with trivial center other than the exceptional group, where it is
false.
THEOREM. Any real semisimple Lie group with tri¨ ial center, all of whose
non-compact simple factors are of rank 1, and not the exceptional group, is
exponential.
* Part of the research for this article was done while the author was a Fellow of the
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche at the University of Rome II, Tor Vergata, in 1995. He
thanks both the CNR for its generous support and Roma II for its hospitality. The author
also thanks Richard Mosak for reading an earlier version of the paper as well as the referee
for a number of remarks which have smoothed out the exposition.
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w x  w x.  .It is also proven in 6 and in 12 that any product of PSL n, C is also
exponential. In particular, this includes the following low dimensional
 .   ..   ..   ..complex groups: SO 3, C , Ad SO 4, C , Ad SO 6, C , Ad SP 1, C . In
w x12 , it is proven that no complex simple group with trivial center other
 .  .than PSL n, C n G 2 is exponential. All this indicates that being of
exponential type is a much more restrictive condition in the complex case
than in the real case. In a somewhat related study, and in contrast to the
w xremark just made, Hofmann and Mukherjea prove in 4, Theorem 2.11
 w x .see also Hofmann 5 for further clarification that the range of the
exponential map for a complex connected analytic group is always dense,
whether the center is connected or not. In this connection see Theorem
11, below.
In this paper we shall be interested in studying the surjectivity of the
 w xexponential map when G is a Zariski connected or equivalently 11 ,
. Euclidean connected complex linear algebraic group as well as consider-
.ing other algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero . In general, the
 .center, Z G , of such a group is the direct product of a vector group, a
torus, and a finite group, F. We show in Proposition 5 that for such a
 .group, Ad G is exponential if and only if GrF is exponential. The special
case, Corollary 4, will play a role later in the paper. In Theorem 6 and
Corollary 7 we produce a number of exponential algebraic groups by
proving, in somewhat more general form, that the complex affine group,
 . nGL n, C = C , is exponential. For a complex linear algebraic group, G,h
 .  .we let F X denote the convergent power series exp X y 1 rX for each
X in its Lie algebra. Use of F enables us to characterize unipotent groups
 .among linear algebraic groups as those for which F X is invertible
 .everywhere on its Lie algebra Corollary 9 . More generally, if G is a
 .connected complex linear algebraic group and F X is invertible for each
X in the Lie algebra of a Levi factor, R, then G is unipotent and therefore
 .exponential Proposition 8 . From Proposition 8, by weakening the hypoth-
esis, we obtain a criterion for the Levi decomposition of an algebraic group
 .to be a direct product Corollary 10 .
We shall also consider the converse question. Namely, what can be said
about the structure of an exponential complex linear algebraic group? One
might ask, for example, if the center of an exponential group is always
connected. In Theorem 11 we prove this is so for all connected linear
algebraic groups defined over C which are either reductive or whose Levi
 .factor is semisimple, i.e., the group of C-rational characters, X G , isC
trivial. In particular, the only way a complex semisimple Lie group can be
exponential is for it to be the adjoint group itself. Thus, for example,
 .  .SL n, C and SO 2n, C are not exponential for any n G 2. The same
argument also works in certain groups of real points. It shows, for example,
 .  . that SL 2n, R and SP n, R are not exponential for any n G 1. However,
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in general, in contrast to Corollary 12, if a non-compact real simple Lie
.group is exponential it need not have a trivial center. We then show that a
complex connected reductive linear algebraic group is exponential if and
 .only if all its Borel subgroups are exponential Corollary 13 . It seems
possible that both Theorem 11 and Corollary 13 hold for all exponential
complex linear algebraic groups. Finally, using Corollary 13, we prove that
certain complex algebraic groups, with non-abelian unipotent radical, are
exponential.
The first issue we must deal with is to formulate the condition that G be
exponential in a way that makes sense in the category of algebraic groups.
w xIn fact, on pages 140]141 of 6 the condition of exponentiality was recast
in an equivalent, but more convenient, form which makes sense in the
category of linear algebraic groups defined over an arbitrary algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero where the exponential map is not, in
.general, even defined . This equivalent form of the definition of exponen-
tiality is the following:
DEFINITION. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
We shall say that the algebraic group G, defined over K, is exponential if
each point of G lies on a Zariski closed, connected, abelian K-subgroup.
An exponential group is, of course, Zariski connected. Some further
consequences of the definition are:
COROLLARY 1. A quotient group of an exponential group o¨er K is also
 .exponential. In particular, if G is exponential then so is Ad G .
COROLLARY 2. A Zariski connected nilpotent group o¨er K is exponential.
w  .xProof. As is well known 1, 10.6 3 , a nilpotent group G is the direct
product G s G = G , where G is the Zariski closed subgroup ofs u s
semisimple elements and G is the subgroup of unipotent elements. Usingu
the equivalent definition of exponentiality, we see that to prove that G is
exponential we may consider these two types of nilpotent groups sepa-
rately. If G is unipotent, each X in the Lie algebra g of G is nilpotent by
Engel's theorem. Now exp and log are mutually inverse and given by
polynomials with coefficients in Q, hence are K-morphisms between the
spaces of niltriangular operators and of unitriangular operators. If g g G
 .equals exp X, then g lies on the one-parameter subgroup exp tX oft g K
unitriangular operators. Let p be one of the polynomials with coefficients
 .in K which defines G. For t g K, consider the polynomial p exp tX . For
 .t g Z, exp tX lies in the algebraic subgroup G and therefore p exp tX s 0.
Since a polynomial in one variable cannot have infinitely many zeros
 .without being identically zero, we conclude that p exp tX s 0 for all
t g K. Since p was arbitrary, the connected, closed, abelian group, exp tX,
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lies in G. If, on the other hand, G consists of semisimple elements, then
each g g G lies in a toral subgroup, whose Zariski hull is also a con-
nected, abelian subgroup of G. Thus G is exponential.
COROLLARY 3. A Zariski connected algebraic group G, defined o¨er K, is
exponential, if and only if each point of G lies on some Zariski closed
connected nilpotent subgroup.
 .COROLLARY 4. Let G be a connected algebraic group whose center Z G
is connected. Then G is exponential if and only if its adjoint group is
exponential.
 .Proof. Since Z G is connected, the pullbacks of the abelian subgroups
 .filling out Ad G will be closed nilpotent subgroups filling out G. Since an
extension of a connected group by a connected group is connected the
.usual topological group argument works for the Zariski topology as well ,
these pullbacks are also connected.
We can extend Corollary 4 to the situation of a non-connected center. If
 .G is an algebraic group over K, its center, Z G , is a direct product of a
  q. n.finite abelian group F, a vector group isomorphic to K , and a torus
  =.m.  .  q. n  =.misomorphic to K . This is because Z G s K = K and so as0
 qa product of divisible groups it is divisible. K is divisible since K has
= .characteristic zero, and K is divisible because K is algebraically closed.
 .  .Since Z G is also open in Z G , by the usual homomorphism extension0
 .  .  .theorem Z G is a direct product of Z G with a non-unique finite0
group F.
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be a connected algebraic group defined o¨er K.
 .Then Ad G is exponential if and only if GrF is exponential.
 .Proof. Since Ad G is a homomorphic image of GrF, we need only
 .show that if Ad G is exponential then so is GrF. Let p : G ª GrF be
the projection. Then GrF is a connected algebraic group, and since p is a
 .  .   ..   . .  .covering, Z G maps onto Z GrF . Since p Z G s p Z G , Z GrF0
 .  .is connected. On the other hand the epimorphism p *: Ad G ª Ad GrF
induced by p is actually an isomorphism. To see this, consider Ker p * s
  . w x 4 w xAd g : g, G : F . Now since F is discrete and G is connected, g, G :
w x  .  .  .F only if g, G s 1 , that is, if and only if g g Z G . Thus Ker p * s 1
 .  .  .so Ad G and Ad GrF are isomorphic algebraic groups. Since Z GrF is
 .connected and Ad GrF is exponential, by Corollary 4 it follows that GrF
is also exponential.
The foregoing direct results hold over any algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero. In the remainder of the paper we shall use features
from complex Lie theory and so we work over C. It would, of course, be
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interesting to know how much of this can also be done over these more
general fields.
w xUsing the same general method as that used in 6 , we now give
additional examples of exponential complex linear algebraic groups.
THEOREM 6. Let W s C n [ V be a finite dimensional complex ¨ector
space, where r s dim V, and let G be the complex connected linear algebraic
 .subgroup of GL W defined as
g M
G s : g g GL n , C , . 5 /0 Ir
 .where M g M C , the n = r matrices. Then G is exponential.n, r
 .Proof. The Lie algebra, g : gl W , is
X M9
g s : X g gl n , C , M9 g M C . .  .n , r 50 0 /r
A direct calculation shows that the exponential map is given by
exp X F X M9 .  .Exp X , M9 s , .  /0 I
 .  .  .where F X s exp X y I rX. From this we see that g, M s
 .  . Exp X, M9 if and only if g s exp X and M s F X M9 matrix multipli-
.  .cation , for some X and M9. Since GL n, C is exponential we know that
 .g s exp X for some X g gl n, C . Suppose, in addition, we can choose X
 .  .y1so that F X is invertible. Then given M we can take M9 s F X M.
This is exactly the condition which is needed to go from exponentiality of
 .   .GL n, C to that of G at the same time we will also prove that GL n, C is
.exponential .
To do both these things observe that after conjugation, by, say, P g
 .GL n, C , we can write the Jordan decomposition of g as a direct sum of
 .blocks associated with its distinct eigenvalues all of which are non-zero .
 . y1We will construct X as a matrix in gl n, C and then conjugate it by P .
Since exp commutes with conjugation and invertibility is unaffected we
may assume that g is this matrix. In each block, g , corresponding tol
eigenvalue l, write g s lI ? U , where U is unipotent. Then U s expl l l l
N , where N is nilpotent. We now consider two cases. If l s 1 then g sl l 1
U s exp N . Then take X s N so that exp X s g . In all the other1 1 1 1 1 l
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 . = =blocks where l / 1 , since the numerical exp is onto C , take m g C so
that e m s l and X s mI q N . Thenl l
exp X s exp mI q N s exp mI ? exp N s lI ? U s g . .  .  .l l l l l
Let X be the matrix obtained by assembling these blocks. Then exp X s g
 .  .and F X has a decomposition into blocks of the form F X . To see thatl
 .  .F X is invertible it is sufficient to do this for the F X . For each l thel
 .  .  .spectrum of F X is F 0 s 1 if l s 1, or F m otherwise. In the latterl
 .case, since m / 0 the only way F m can be zero is for m to equal 2p im,
mwhere m / 0 is in Z. But then e s 1 / l, a contradiction.
 .Now let x be a C-rational character of GL n, C and G be the algebraic
group defined by
g ¨
nG s : g g GL n , C , ¨ g C . . 5 /0 x g .
By an argument similar to the one above we see that here the relevant
  . .function is F X q x8 X I , where x8 is the differential of x . Hence its
 .value at 0 is I, and if l / 1, its value at X has spectrum m 1 q mn ,l l
where e m s l, n is the order of X , and x s det m, for some m g Z. Itl l
follows that
COROLLARY 7. G is exponential whene¨er x / dety1.
Of course, when x s dety1 the resulting group could be non-exponen-
tial. Take, for example, the case where n s 1, where we have a Borel
 .subgroup of SL 2, C .
 w x.By a well-known theorem of Mostow see 9 , any connected linear
algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero is the semi-direct product of a connected reductive subgroup R and
its unipotent radical, G . Similarly, the Lie algebra, g , is the semi-directu
sum of its nil radical, g , and a reductive subalgebra, r , the Lie algebra ofn
 .R. Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 6 resp. Corollary 7 above is different
 .from the general situation insofar as the reductive group is GL n, C and
 .  .the unipotent M resp. V is abelian. We now ask, When is F X
non-singular on all of r?
PROPOSITION 8. Let G be a connected complex linear algebraic group with
 .G s RG its Le¨i decomposition. If F X is in¨ertible for each X g r , thenu
 .G is unipotent and exponential .
Proof. Consider the reductive algebraic group GrG s R. If g is theu n
ideal corresponding to G and p : g ª grg the projection, p induces anu n
  ..isomorphism of r with grg . Since the eigenvalues of F p X are an
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 .subset of those of F X , the former is invertible on all of r. Similarly,
 .  .  .dividing R by Z R and passing to Ad R and its Lie algebra, ad r , and
 .  .  w x.applying the same reasoning we see that F yad X s d exp see 3 isX
invertible for every X g r. On the other hand if k is a compact real form
 .of ad r , then each eigenvalue of any element ad X g k is pure imaginary.
 .If ad X is a non-trivial element of k , then for t g R, t ad X s ad tX and
 .since k is an R-subspace of ad r , we can find an ad X g k such that0
ad X has an eigenvalue which is a non-zero integer multiple of 2p i. This0
 .is a contradiction since d exp is invertible everywhere on r. It followsX
 .  .that k s 0 and, since ad r s k q ik , the latter is also trivial and so R is
abelian. As a reductive connected abelian complex algebraic group R is a
direct product of a vector group and a torus. Now the toral part cannot be
there because the numerical exp: C ª C= has F singular at non-zero
integer multiples of 2p i. Since R is reductive and the vector part is
 .unipotent it must also be trivial. Thus R s 1 and so, by Mostow's
theorem, G is unipotent.
From the argument of Theorem 6 we see that if G is unipotent, since
 .exp is a bijective map, F X is invertible everywhere on its Lie algebra.
Taken together with Proposition 8 this enables us to characterize unipo-
tent groups among connected complex algebraic groups.
COROLLARY 9. A connected complex linear algebraic group, G, is unipo-
 .tent if and only if F X is in¨ertible e¨erywhere on its Lie algebra.
As a consequence of Proposition 8, as well as Mostow's theorem, we also
obtain a sufficient condition for the Levi decomposition, G s RG , to be au
direct product. We denote the respective Lie algebras by g , r , and g .n
 .Here z g denotes the centralizer of g in r.r n n
COROLLARY 10. Let G be a connected complex linear group. Suppose, for
 .  .some C-linear complement, v , of z g in r we know that F X isr n
in¨ertible for all X g v. Then G is a direct product of R and G .u
 .Proof. The subgroup Z G of R is normal and Zariski closed in RR u
because it is the restriction to R of the kernel of the action of G on G byu
 .  .conjugation. A direct calculation shows that Z G = 1 is a normalR u h
subgroup of G s R = G which is clearly also Zariski closed. Dividingh u
out by this subgroup gives a complex algebraic group, whose Levi factor is
 .RrZ G and whose unipotent radical is G . Now the Lie algebra ofR u u
 .  .  .Z G is z g . Let p : r ª rrz g be the projection modulo thisR u r n r n
  ..ideal. Since v maps surjectively and the eigenvalues of F p X are a
 .subset of those of F X , the former is invertible on all elements of the Lie
 .  .algebra of RrZ G . By Proposition 8 this is a point, so R s Z G .R u R u
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We now turn to the converse question. Namely, What are the conse-
w x  .  .quences of exponentiality? In 6, 7 , the proofs that SO n, 1 , PSU n, 1 ,0
 .  .PSP n, 1 , and PSL n, C are exponential make essential use of the fact
that in all these cases the center of the group is trivial. Moreover, as is well
known, the center of an exponential simply connected solvable real Lie
  . w x.group is connected see Corollary 4.7 of 2 . It is these facts which
suggest the following theorem. It should also be mentioned that in the
semisimple case the same result was found independently, around the
w xsame time, but by different methods in 12 .
THEOREM 11. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group G o¨er C
which is exponential. If either G is reducti¨ e or its Le¨i factor is semisimple,
 .then its center, Z G , is connected.
Proof. We shall first consider the case when G itself is semisimple and
 .prove that here Z G is actually trivial. Let V be the ambient vector space
on which G acts. By Weyl's theorem, V decomposes as a direct sum of
 .irreducible G-invariant subspaces. Let G, V , where i s 1, . . . , r, be thei
primary components of this decomposition. Because G is a subgroup of
 . rGL V , this gives a direct product decomposition G s  G and henceis1 i
 .  .  .Z G is also a direct product of the Z G . Let i be fixed and r, W bei
 .one of the irreducible components of V . Since for g g G and z g Z G ,i
 .r and r commute it follows from Schur's lemma that r s l z I, a scalarg z z
multiple of the identity. If W9 is any other irreducible component of V , wei
may identify it with W and then the action of G on it becomes g ¬ Br By1,g
 . y1for some fixed operator B. Hence, for z g Z G , we also have Br B sz
 .  .l z I so that Z G acts by scalar multiples of the identity. Since G isi
exponential and is the direct product of the G , by Corollary 1, each G isi i
 .also exponential. Thus, to prove that Z G is trivial, we may reduce to the
 .case where Z G acts on V by scalars.
 .  .Suppose Z G is non-trivial. Take z / I in Z G , so z s lI, and choose
any nilpotent element N g g , the Lie algebra of G. Let g s lI exp N.
Because lI is semisimple and commutes with exp N, which is unipotent,
 .this is the multiplicative Jordan decomposition of g g GL V . By hypothe-
sis g lies on a connected, Zariski closed abelian subgroup A of G. Now
A s A = A , so lI g A and exp N g A . But A and A are connecteds u s u s u
and non-trivial. Hence they contain one-parameter groups through lI and
exp N, respectively. If the former is exp zX, then X must be non-trivial.
Since the one-parameter groups exp zX and exp zN commute for z g C,
their infinitesimal generators N and X must also commute and since N
was arbitrary, we see that X commutes with all nilpotent elements of g.
On the other hand, that X is semisimple implies that ad X is semisimple,
so X is contained in a Cartan subalgebra, h. Since g is a complex
semisimple Lie algebra we have the root space decomposition, g s  g ,a a
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where we sum over all the roots. Choosing an ordering and a Cartan
subalgebra, we can assume g s h. Let nqs  g and nys  g .0 a ) 0 a a - 0 a
q y " w "xThen g s n [ h [ n . As n consists of nilpotent elements, X, n s
w x w x0. But X g h , which is abelian, so X, h is also 0. Thus X, g s 0 and
 .X g z g . Since g is semisimple, the latter is trivial, giving a contradiction.
In the case of a reductive group, G, which is not necessarily semisimple,
w x  . w x  .we have G s G, G Z G , where G, G is semisimple and Z G is the0 0
Zariski connected component of the identity. Dividing by the closed
 .normal subgroup Z G we see that0
w x w x w xGrZ G s G, G Z G rZ G s G, G r Z G l G, G , .  .  .  . .0 0 0 0
w xwhich is exponential since G is. As a quotient group of G, G , it is also
 .semisimple. Hence its center is trivial. If p : G ª GrZ G is the projec-0
  ..tion since the center maps into the center, p Z G is trivial. This means
 .  .  .  .that Z G : Ker p s Z G . Thus Z G s Z G is connected.0 0
Suppose the Levi factor is semisimple. Since G is exponential, so is
GrG s R. If p : G ª GrG is the projection of G on R, then the imageu u
  ..p Z G is a central subgroup of R. Since R is semisimple and exponen-
  ..  .tial, p Z G is trivial. Hence Z G : Ker p s G . As a Zariski closedu
 .subgroup of a unipotent group, Z G is connected.
Remark. Evidently, in the semisimple case the same method can also
be used to prove an analogue of Theorem 11 for certain real Lie groups: if
H s G is a connected non-compact simple group which is the group ofR
 .real points of a complex algebraic group G, and if yI g Z H , then H
cannot be exponential. On the other hand, compact connected Lie groups
are, of course, always exponential whether the center is connected or not.
As is well known, a complex semisimple Lie group can always be
realized as a connected linear algebraic group defined over Q. It follows
that
COROLLARY 12. If a complex connected semisimple Lie group is exponen-
tial, it must be the adjoint group.
As a consequence of Theorem 11, we obtain a connection with the Borel
subgroups of G. These are the maximal connected solvable subgroups of
G. Properties of Borel subgroups of a linear algebraic group can be found
w x .in Chapter IV of 1 . This is the only place where our results depend on
those of Wustner, mentioned earlier, the details of which are given in hisÈ
w xdoctoral dissertation 12 .
COROLLARY 13. Let G be a connected reducti¨ e complex linear algebraic
group and B be a Borel subgroup. Then G is exponential if and only if B is
exponential.
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Proof. If a Borel subgroup, B, is exponential, then since the conjugates
 . w xof B fill out all of G whether G is reductive or not 1, 11.10 , and exp
commutes with conjugation, the latter is also exponential.
Now suppose G is exponential and reductive. We shall first deal with the
case when G is semisimple. By Corollary 12, the center of G is trivial. It
follows from this that G is the direct product of centerless simple algebraic
  .subgroups which are also exponential see the proof of Theorem 3.2 of
w x.6 . According to the result of Wustner, each of these simple factors isÈ
 .isomorphic with PSL n, C for some n G 2. Since a Borel subgroup of G is
the direct product of Borel subgroups of these factors, it is sufficient to
prove that each of these is exponential. In order to do this we first deal
 .  . with GL n, C and its Borel subgroup, T n, C the full triangular sub-
.group .
 .Since GL n, C is exponential, we can see by the same argument which
 .  .proves this fact that T n, C is exponential see Theorem 6 . Hence
  ..  .Ad T n, C is also exponential. Because GL n, C is generated by scalars
 .   ..  .together with SL n, C , Ad GL n, C is PSL n, C . Since the center of
 .   ..GL n, C is connected, it follows that Ad T n, C is a Borel subgroup of
 .PSL n, C . This proves that the Borel subgroups of G are exponential
when G is semisimple.
If G is reductive, but not semisimple, we argue as in the proof of
 . w x w x  .Theorem 11. G s Z G G, G , where G, G is semisimple and so Z G0
 . w x w xs Z G Z G, G , where Z G, G is finite. Since G is exponential, we0
 .know by Theorem 11 that Z G is connected. Now
w x w x w xGrZ G s Z G G, G rZ G s G, G r Z G l G, G .  .  .  . .
w x w xs G, G rZ G, G ,
and so the latter is exponential and semisimple. Let B be a Borel
 .  .  .subgroup of G. Then since Z G is connected, B = Z G . Also, Ad BG
 .  . w x w xs BrZ G is a Borel subgroup of GrZ G s G, G rZ G, G , which is
 .  .  . w xsemisimple. Hence BrZ G is exponential. Since Z B s Z G 1, 11.4 is
connected, B is exponential by Corollary 4.
Using Corollary 13 we can also see that some additional algebraic
groups are exponential which are not easily accessible ``by hand.'' Let n
and k g Zq, n q ??? qn s n be a fixed partition of n into k positive1 k
 .integers and G be the subgroup of GL n, C consisting of block triangular
 .matrices whose diagonal blocks, g g GL n , C , for i s 1 . . . k. In contrasti i
to Theorem 6 and its corollaries, here the unipotent radical is not abelian.
COROLLARY 14. Each such G is exponential.
Proof. G is a connected complex linear algebraic group. A Borel
 .subgroup, B, clearly coincides with a Borel subgroup of GL n, C . As such
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it is exponential by Theorem 6 and Corollary 13. It follows by Corollary 13
that G is also exponential.
 .In particular, the subgroup, G, of GL 2n, C defined by
g M
G s : g , h g GL n , C , M g M C , .  .n 5 /0 h
 .is exponential. Its Lie algebra, g : gl 2n, C , is
X M9g s : X , Y g gl n , C , M9 g M C , .  .n 5 /0 Y
and a direct calculation shows that the exponential map is given by
Exp X f X , Y , M9 .X M9Exp s , /  /0 Y 0 Exp Y
 .where for fixed X and Y, f X, Y, M9 is a linear function of M9. Denoting
 .  .this function by C X, Y one sees that the operator, C X, Y , has the
convergent power series representation
1 1
2 2C X , Y s I q L q R q L q L R q R q ??? , .  .  .X Y X X Y Y2! 3!
 .where L and R are respectively left and right multiplications on gl VX Y
 .by X, Y g gl V . Since these operators commute it follows that
L y R C X , Y s exp L y exp R . .  .  .  .X Y X Y
 .  .  .LEMMA 15. For X, Y g gl V , C X, Y is an isomorphism of gl V if
 .   .  ..and only if Ker L y R s Ker exp L y exp R . Equi¨ alently,X Y X Y
 . .whene¨er L y R M s lM, for some M, where l g 2p iZ, then l s 0.X Y
 . .Proof. Assume this condition holds and let C X, Y M s 0 for some
 .  . .  . .  . .M. Then L y R C X, Y M s 0 s exp L M y exp R M . ByX Y X Y
 .  .our assumption L M s R M . Since L and R agree on M, fromX Y X Y
 .  . .the power series formula for C X, Y above, we see that 0 s C X, Y M
 .  .s exp L M . But exp L is invertible so exp L M can never be 0X X X
 .  .unless M s 0. Hence Ker C X, Y s 0 and C X, Y is invertible. Con-
 .versely, if C X, Y is invertible, then the formula above together with the
 . fact that L y R and C X, Y commute makes it clear that Ker L yX Y X
.   .  ..R s Ker exp L y exp R .Y X Y
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We conclude with the following curious result.
 .  .COROLLARY 16. Gi¨ en g and h g GL n, C there are X and Y g gl n, C
 .such that exp X s g, exp Y s h and for which C X, Y is an isomorphism of
 .  . .gl n, C . Thus, whene¨er there is a matrix M for which L y R M sX Y
2p imM, the integer m must be zero.
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